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about the future of the can.”
Mitsubishi Materials has been making
aluminium bottles with 38mm resealable
caps under licence from Takeuchi Press
since last August, said Hiroshi Ueno,
assistant general manager in the technical development department based in
Tokyo. Its 211-diameter containers are dienecked down using a rotary process similar to that employed on aerosol lines (and
is now being offered by Omnitech Engineering in the US), but the company has
been mindful of the need to ensure that
the containers appeal to the growing number of female consumers.
This has dictated that it concentrates
on design details such as reduced opening
torques. Mitsubishi installed its third bottle line in February to bring total capacity
to 1.2bn units. Production in 2003 is
expected to be 900m across 25 labels for
isotonic drinks, functionals, teas, juices
and alcoholic drinks.
The latest version is a bottle launched
for hot vending that has an embossed
ribbed body and a shrink-applied insulating label. “This enables female consumers to hold the can during opening
despite its 60 deg C product temperature,”
said Ueno.
During the World Seaming Conference
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Don’t do as I say, do as I do, delegates
were told at the Canmaker Summit. Below:
Ally Liu said Baosteel is planning to expand
the markets for canned products in China
with a view to boosting exports

chairman Peter Moran of CarnaudMetalbox Engineering Seaming Systems
highlighted the need for attention to be
paid to ‘seam bump’ issues, mostly caused
by inadequate capability, and tighter standards for the specifications of food cans
and ends. Canmakers had allowed these
to be too wide and at the limits of the tolerances there were still too many tight or
loose seams, he said.
Among the wide range of seaming
issues covered, Spanish engineering
research group Idom revealed a new
design of seaming machine for irregularshaped cans. This, said Amaia Zarraoa,
removes the flexibility in the linkages
found in contemporary seaming systems
and makes possible the easier introduction of higher tinplate tempers, lower
gauges and more complex shapes.
But no matter how impressive the can
and its properties, it’s of no use unless it is
sold effectively. Allan Sayers, publisher of
The Canmaker, told delegates that the
importance of a good sales team could not
be overstated, and provided a powerful
example. He’s just helped launch a range
of canned fish baits that are proving highly successful – and profitable — in the
angling world. Don’t do as I say, do as I do,
is the motto.
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